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Commentary… 

 
A United Front Against Abbas     By Eyal Levin 
   Some leaders change their ways and worldview, and convince the 
masses to follow suit. This is why, for example, Charles de Gaulle's 
decision to grant independence to Algeria was seen as significant event by 
those who opposed it. In a similar way, even those who disagreed with the 
path taken by the late former Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin, cannot ignore 
the fact that, for better or worse, he introduced new thinking to the Zionist 
doctrine, and led many toward the destination he believed awaited Israel. 
But the road to peace, as it came to be known, proved disappointing.  
 Palestinian leaders have never changed their ways, nor have they ever 
pretended to do so. Palestinian Authority President Mahmoud Abbas 
appeared on the Palestinian political stage as Yasser Arafat's right-hand 
man in the Palestine Liberation Organization, and has been consistent in his 
positions over time.  
 Some in Israel have been unwilling to accept this reality, making 
excuses -- telling themselves, for example, Abbas was only naming streets 
after terrorists to appear loyal to his public, so he could later convince them 
to choose peace with Israel -- to reconcile the situation in their own mind. 
 It is time to face the truth. Abbas is the leader of a people that has made 
it its mission to fight Israel, and has never chosen a different path. Unlike 
Israel, Abbas has understood that the real battle is waged in Europe, the 
U.N. and the United States, where -- much with Israel's encouragement -- 
he is seen as the lesser evil. How can we complain about an enemy dressed 
in a suit and tie and armed with a doctorate degree and diplomatic etiquette, 
when the international community is dealing with real terrorists? 
 But Abbas' dubious credits reflect the exact issues Israel has to meet, 
and especially how it responds to the blatant walk-up call resonating from 
his recent diplomatic moves. Just like the tie-wearing terrorist can strike us 
with soft language, Israel's political leaders must, despite being at 
loggerheads due to the elections, unite to support military officials against 
this move.  
 This battle, which exceeds political scorekeeping, is our ethical 
backbone, and it remains to be seen whether the various party leaders and 
faction heads could demonstrate the necessary political maturity when it 
comes to standing steadfast by the definition of who is and is not in the 
right.  
 Unfortunately, our political history has shown that the road to The 
Hague will not see us stand united, but divided by the same issues that have 
always plagued Zionism. If the various party leaders would have the sense 
and maturity to admit that Israel's partner is playing a different tune, then 
maybe, just once, we would be able to note a victory on the international 
stage.     (Israel Hayom Jan 20) 
The write is a political psychology expert lecturer in Ariel University's 
Israel and Middle Eastern Studies Department. 
 

 
Incredible Heroism in the Israeli Spirit        By Haim Shine 
   When we got back from the battlefields of the Yom Kippur War and 
discovered that many of our brothers in arms had been killed in the harsh 
fighting of that war, we hoped that would be our last one. We looked up at 
the sky and searched for a dove holding an olive branch. That hope was 
based on an assumption that Arab states would realize that even when a war 
started on the best terms for them, they would still lose, and that they could 
never defeat Israel. 
 But as Israelis sued for peace and quiet, they were set upon on by a 
wave terrorism. In the 1990s we saw renewed hope that we could talk with 
the Palestinians, reach a peace deal, and reconcile. That hope turned out to 
be a dangerous delusion, as one does not embrace a snake. The Oslo 
Accords were the precursor to another wave of terrorism. 
 In the wake of that wave of terrorist attacks, many asked, "Will we be at 
war forever?" the question mark being replaced with an exclamation point. 

Indeed, Israel faces 
difficult and complex 
threats. A small, brave 
country that is located at the most 
strategic flashpoint in a clash of 
civilizations. A clash of the 
determined that the West will lose if it 
does not realize that there is no place 
under the sun for those not willing to 

fight for their freedom. The decadent West refuses to see that there is a 
price for freedom, and those who are not willing to pay it are doomed to 
be enslaved, if they continue to exist at all. 
 The people of Israel have proven time after time that the spirit of 
freedom is strong and the nation is able to discover the heroism within. In 
every operation and battle new heroes rise to the challenge, young adults 
who bravely risk their lives for the rest of the nation. For thousands of 
years, Jews have been taught to appreciate the spirit of the Maccabees, 
those who dared to rebel against one of the largest empires in history. 
During the darkest days of the long Diaspora, the hope never faded that we 
would one day see Israel's heroism again. We have the privilege of living 
during the return to Zion and renewed independence of the homeland. 
 When the list of medal recipients for Operation Protective Edge was 
published, most of Israel swelled with pride and felt a sense of security. 
We were moved by the men and women who adorn Israeli society like 
flowers. As always in Jewish history there were the pioneers, going ahead 
of the group and holding their flag high, giving hope for a safer and better 
future. The people of Israel have incredible strength, and have not been 
worn down by the post-Zionist preaching that attempts to sabotage the 
system of values on which we based our return home. A media flood could 
not put out their heroism. After 2,000 years the people of the Jewish 
nation have returned home and want to live in the Jewish homeland for 
generations to come.  
 The bravery, determination and dedication required to fight terrorism, 
which is committed against civilian populaces, is greater than what is 
required against conventional armies on the field of battle. The soldiers of 
the Israel Defense Forces have proven that they have the strength and are 
empowered. And those who say that the female soldiers are brave for not 
"losing it," are dead wrong. That kind of talk belittles their importance, 
heroism and determination that we have known for generations. 
 The recipients of the IDF's commendations are a message to the 
enemies of Israel. A message not to take the media's portrayal of Israeli 
society as weak and tired and captives to social protests over the price of 
pudding and cottage cheese. The citizens of Israel are strong, believe and 
know that no power in the world will lower this heart's resolve or break 
down this house's walls.    (Israel Hayom Jan 21) 
 

 
Obama Joins the Mearsheimer-Walt Team        By Richard Baehr 
   More than a few analysts and political writers have noted that U.S. 
President Barack Obama seems to enjoy driving his political opponents up 
a wall. On the domestic front, the strategy has been to get under the skin 
of Republicans, so the political battles are waged on Obama's chosen 
playing field, and his opponents come off as angry if not crazy when they 
fight back.  
 At times, the president has sounded like a Chicago gang leader, 
including this memorable comment at a Philadelphia fundraiser during his 
initial run for the White House in 2008: "If [the Republicans] bring a knife 
to the fight, we bring a gun. Because from what I understand, folks in 
Philly like a good brawl. I've seen Eagles fans." 
 This kind of "elevated" discussion of campaign strategy (often with 
sports associations) fits with a broader strategy Obama has put into place 
as president of appearing to consciously shrink the dignity of the office he 
serves by regularly appealing to the audiences of the lowest common 
denominator talk shows and interview programs, such as "The View." On 
Thursday, two days after delivering the annual State of the Union address, 
the president will follow up with sure to be weighty discussions with a trio 
of popular young YouTube filmmakers. 
 Last week, the president was back in his preferred mocking, scornful 
mode, but this time the bile was directed at a member of his own political 
party, Democratic Senator Robert Menendez of New Jersey. The setting 
was a meeting the president was holding with the greatly diminished ranks 
of Democratic Senators ( a group that has gone from a commanding 60 to 
a minority share of 46 since Obama took office). The president was 
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previewing his new domestic agenda -- basically a reprise of his first term 
agenda -- raise taxes on the rich, move the money around to groups Obama 
likes better, and spend more money at the federal level. But things got 
heated when the discussion moved on to the administration's negotiations as 
part of the P5+1 with Iran over its nuclear program. The president warned 
Democrats not to stray from the president's directives, and to delay passage 
of any additional sanctions resolutions while the talks continue. That will 
allow the administration and its partners to continue to try to find a way to 
make enough concessions to Iran so at long last the mullahs will say yes to 
something, and the president can claim victory (by perhaps extending the 
time for Iran to cancel any agreement it signs and then break out to 
becoming a nuclear power by a few weeks).  
 The president reportedly let forth a charming piece of slander directed 
at Menendez and others who are with him in backing new sanctions: 
 "According to one of the senators and another person who was present, 
the president urged lawmakers to stop pursuing sanctions, saying such a 
move would undermine his authority and could derail the talks. Mr. Obama 
also said that such a provocative action could lead international observers to 
blame the Americans, rather than the Iranians, if the talks collapsed before 
the June 30 deadline.  
 "The president said he understood the pressures that senators face from 
donors and others, but he urged the lawmakers to take the long view rather 
than make a move for short-term political gain, according to the senator. 
Mr. Menendez, who was seated at a table in front of the podium, stood up 
and said he took 'personal offense.' 
 "Mr. Menendez told the president that he had worked for more than 20 
years to curb Iran's nuclear ambitions and had always been focused on the 
long-term implications. Mr. Menendez also warned the president that 
sanctions could not be imposed quickly if Congress waited to act and the 
talks failed, according to two people who were present." 
 It is worth unpacking this off-the-cuff remark by the president, since it 
fits a pattern. First there is the arrogance: I take the long view, you are 
concerned only with short-term political gain. But then comes the clincher: 
You (Mendendez and others who back new sanctions) are basically just 
responding to the pressure from donors and others. You are, in other words, 
bought and sold by Israel and the Jews. There is, after all, not a lot of doubt 
as to who these donors or the "others" might be.  
 At its core, Obama is simply parroting the views of Professors John 
Mearsheimer and Steven Walt from their book "The Israel Lobby." The 
professors argued that America was off the reservation of the international 
community (e.g., the Europeans and the other deep thinkers at the United 
Nations) by sticking in Israel's corner in its dispute with the Palestinians. 
America's national interest would be better served by largely abandoning 
Israel -- pressuring it to make all the concessions necessary to get a deal 
done with the Palestinians, which would presumably result in an immediate 
warm wet blanket of approval all around the world to reward America for 
its newly found wisdom.  
 For Mearsheimer and Walt, America's terrible mistake in supporting 
Israel had led to all kinds of other strategic follies. The Iraq war was 
supposedly a war fought by America but really stage-managed by Israel and 
its backers in the United States. This bit of nonsense had found other 
backers, such as nativist Patrick Buchanan, who has never had a kind word 
to say for the Jewish state. But the truth of the matter is that Israel was 
clearly not a supporter of the Iraq war in 2003, having experienced the 
blowback from Saddam Hussein's Scud missiles 12 years earlier in the 
American war to liberate Kuwait, and not looking forward to a repeat 
performance. Israel was also far more skeptical than American officials as 
to whether Saddam had an active nuclear weapons program underway in 
2003.  
 During the Iraq War, if one accepted the Mearsheimer-Walt argument, 
President George W. Bush, Vice President Dick Cheney, Secretary of State 
Colin Powell, Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld, and National Security 
Adviser Condoleezza Rice were all servants of Israel, and it was Israel that 
wanted war with Iraq and pushed America into it. Presumably America's 
leaders were all weaklings, and were easily pushed around by those who 
were really powerful -- the Israel lobby, in this case led by a few Jewish 
"neocon" writers, working at the direction of Israel, such as Richard Perle, 
Paul Wolfowitz and Bill Kristol.  
 For Mearsheimer and Walt, America's leaders are never independent 
actors when it comes to policy toward israel, with decisions to be made 
based on their reading of America's national interest. Rather, they are 
pawns of the Jews and Israel. For them, the all-powerful "Israel lobby" 
distorts the thinking of the government, and Congress, producing a 
collection of American officials and lawmakers serving Israel's interests, 
but not America's.  
 The Mearsheimer-Walt argument has gained wide acceptance in the 
years since the original publication of an article previewing the book in the 
London Review of Books. Given the distinction of its authors, professors 
from the University of Chicago and Harvard, the former also a West Point 

graduate, the book gave a broad protection to many other Israel haters who 
wanted to extend the argument. New York Times columnist Tom 
Friedman, one of the president's favorite reads, referred to Congress as 
"bought and paid for by Israel" after it gave a warm welcome to Prime 
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu when he spoke before a joint session of 
Congress. The line warmed the hearts of Israel-haters such as writers for 
Al Jazeera and the Mondoweiss website. Presumably, the applause would 
have been better reserved for the real peacemakers of the Palestinian 
Authority or countries and movements that deserved more thoughtful 
consideration from America, such as Hamas, Iran, or even Hezbollah, 
since the Congress could then declare itself "Islamophobe-free," probably 
the most important designation around these days for the "paper of 
record."  
 Obama's reproach of Menendez reflects a view that America would be 
better off if there was not such strong support for Israel. Then Obama and 
other presidents to follow could sell out Israel for some other political 
objective. The president is unhappy that Israel has not yet turned into a 
pure Republican vs. Democrat battle, like all others. The president feeds 
on partisanship, since he believes the numbers on his side of every 
argument are larger and growing more rapidly. Obama has worked hard to 
break the bipartisan support for the Jewish state that now exists. So far, his 
gains have been modest, though there is evidence that support for Israel on 
the Left and among some Democrats has faded. 
 Of course, if almost all members of Congress back Israel, it might 
reflect that their constituents strongly support Israel and always have. 
Americans see a natural ally, aligned with American interests and values, 
and a nation on the front line of the same battles American is fighting. 
Obama is not part of that majority. His view reflects what one would 
expect to find in someone who is emotionally on the side of the Arabs and 
the Third World, and resents Western nations and their success. This was a 
theme Dinesh D'Souza explored in his documentary: "2016: Obama's 
America." D'Souza's legal problems probably owe as much to making this 
film as to any minor campaign finance violations of which he was guilty.  
 In any case, the president's comment to Menendez is a signal that like 
so much else on the political battlefield, now that there are no more 
elections to worry about, Obama can be Obama these next two years. And 
there is not a trace of warmth for Israel in this cold man.     
(Israel Hayom Jan 21) 
 

 
New Threats in the Middle East         By Boaz Bismuth 
  In the Middle East, change is not usually for the best. Sunday's 
incident just across the border from us in Syria, in which Jihad Mughniyeh 
and a cell of terrorists, including Lebanese and Iranian nationals, were 
eliminated, was an example of the new Middle East in which we live. 
Today, our enemies have become only more dangerous, more radical and 
more fragmented. 
 The new Middle East we were promised has merely produced the 
disintegration of Arab nations in our neighborhood. Syria and Iraq already 
realized long ago that maintaining sovereignty over their entire territories 
is a thing of the past. Shiites against Sunnis, government forces against 
extremist militias -- everyone is battling for control of the Arab world, the 
unity of which has turned into a myth. It is tough to talk about one Arab 
world, given what is going on in Syria, Iraq, Yemen and Libya. 
Everything is split and smashed to pieces. The vacuum left by collapsed 
governments has been filled by groups many times more dangerous than 
they governments they replaced. Our enemies have not decreased in 
number in the new Middle East. Rather, they have multiplied. 
 The Mughniyeh family is an example of what was and what will be in 
the Middle East. No one in the Mughniyeh family has ever changed paths 
and become a doctor or plumber. Expertise in terrorism is passed down 
from father to son. Imad Mughniyeh specialized in global terrorism, while 
it appears that his son, Jihad, with backing from Hezbollah leader Hassan 
Nasrallah, sought to focus on terrorism against Israel.  
 The new Middle East has brought Iran, Hezbollah, al-Qaida, the 
Islamic State group and the Nusra Front to our borders. Just a few months 
ago, the Nusra Front seized control of the Quneitra border crossing for a 
short time. For Israel, the current situation represents a nightmare scenario 
that has materialized. Sunday's incident in Syria was a reminder that 
before we have peace, we will likely have more war. It looks like we have 
more military action, rather than diplomatic initiatives, on the horizon. 
And those who say this should be the opposite must be asked -- how does 
one make peace with terrorist militias? 
 Hopefully, what is happening across the border will stay across the 
border. But it seems that, in reality, this may not hold true. The one thing 
that unites the groups fighting each other across the border in Syria is their 
desire to topple the border fence and attack Israel. On this, there is no 
dispute. 
 Iran is no longer satisfied with just acting via its emissaries (Hezbollah 



and Hamas) on our borders. It is now sending its own troops to observe our 
border towns. They are gathering intelligence ahead of future operations. 
Sunday's strike in Syria sent a clear message to the terrorists -- Israel is on 
alert and it will pull the trigger, if necessary.   
(Israel Hayom Jan 19) 
 

 
Lessons from France - Aliya is the Cornerstone of Zionism 
By Isi Leibler 

French Prime Minister Manuel Valls courageously stated that “if 
100,000 Jews leave, France will no longer be France. The French Republic 
will be judged a failure.” He said that he did not employ the term 
“Islamophobia” because it “is often used as a weapon by Islam’s apologists 
to silence their critics,” and called on his nation to wage “a war against 
terrorism, against radical Islam, against everything that is aimed at breaking 
fraternity, freedom and solidarity.” 
 In a recent National Assembly speech reminiscent of Emile Zola’s 
“J’accuse,” he passionately cried, “How can we accept that in France... 
where Jews were martyred 70 years ago, that cries of ‘death to the Jews’ 
can be heard in the streets? ...How can we accept that French people can be 
murdered for being Jews? ...How can we accept that in certain schools and 
colleges the Holocaust cannot be taught? ...How can we accept that when a 
child is asked ‘who is your enemy?’ the response is ‘the Jew’?” But alas, 
Valls’s noble remarks were not echoed by a single senior French 
government spokesman. On the contrary, President Francois Hollande, 
while conceding that the kosher supermarket murders were anti-Semitic 
acts, refused to even hint that this was an act motivated by Islamic 
radicalism. 
 He mumbled about “obscurantist” forces and even insisted that “those 
who committed these acts have nothing to do with the Muslim religion” and 
that the “main victims” were Muslims. 
 More galling for French Jews was the absence of comparable national 
demonstrations of sympathy or solidarity concerning the anti-Semitic 
violence and murder suffered during the preceding two years and their 
unanswered appeals for increased security. 
 The authorities were far more concerned with their attempts not to 
offend Muslims than with defending and protecting the besieged and 
victimized Jews. 
 Further evidence of this was reflected by the despicable manner in 
which Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu was treated. Initially, Hollande 
had the gall to suggest that the Israeli leader, at the frontlines of the 
international struggle against Islamic terrorism, absent himself from the 
global leadership gathering because his presence would introduce the 
“divisive Israeli-Palestinian” issue. That he could make such a request to 
the head of the Jewish state in the wake of brutal anti-Semitic carnage was 
mind-boggling. 
 To make matters worse, when Netanyahu made clear his intention to 
attend, the head of the French National Security Council responded that 
Israel would face dire consequences and immediately invited Palestinian 
Authority President Mahmoud Abbas to demonstrate “even-handedness.” 
Hollande subsequently also displayed his feelings when he and his 
government delegation departed from the Grand Synagogue just prior to 
Netanyahu’s address. 
 Hollande welcomed the presence of the corrupt and duplicitous Abbas, 
who exemplifies the suppression of free speech which the demonstration 
was condemning. 
 But more importantly, he personally endorses the very murderous anti-
Semitic attacks that Hollande condemned. 
 The French and the other European leaders are aware that Abbas 
formed a union (which failed) with the genocidal Hamas, which calls for 
the murder of all Jews. He incites vicious hatred against Israelis, pays 
salaries to murderers of innocent civilians, provides pensions for the 
families of suicide bombers, and glorifies the most barbaric terrorists. 
Hollande is aware that this abhorrent Holocaust-denier only recently sent a 
formal condolence note to the family of the terrorist who sought to murder 
Rabbi Yehuda Glick. 
 Also in attendance was Turkish Prime Minister Ahmet Davutoglu, who 
engaged in anti-Israeli diatribes, accusing Netanyahu of committing crimes 
comparable to the Paris terrorist attacks. His anti-Semitic president, Recep 
Tayyip Erdogan, a supporter of Hamas, who accuses Israel of being a rogue 
terrorist state and Netanyahu a mass murderer, stood side by side with 
Abbas the following day. 
 In this context, one must evaluate the future of French – and for that 
matter European – Jewry. Can French Jews feel assured that the stirring 
condemnation of anti-Semitism by Valls means that Jews will be more 
secure in the future? Hardly. Valls is a loner, unable to turn the tide. 
 But hatred of Israel has become endemic and the media will continue 
applying double standards against the Jewish state, which invariably 
intensifies anti-Semitism. 

 Hollande and his left-wing supporters distinguish between terrorists 
who kill Frenchmen and those who kill Jews residing in Israel. French 
Muslims today represent a crucial pillar of support for the socialists, and 
no matter how they behave, Hollande will continue groveling to them. 
 The fact is that Jews are targeted and murdered because they are Jews 
and the community is increasingly surrounded by enemies, including 
homegrown killers with combat experience gained fighting for jihad in 
Syria and Iraq. 
 Major synagogues were even closed on Shabbat to avoid pogroms, 
which have indeed recently taken place. The president of CRIF, the 
French Jewish community, Roger Cukierman, voiced appreciation that 
10,000 French troops were being deployed to protect Jewish schools and 
institutions. But he pointed out that when schoolchildren need to be 
protected by army personnel with machine guns and parents fear for their 
children’s lives, such conditions inevitably spur aliya. 
 Jews are terrified and often feel obliged to conceal their identity, 
assimilate, or, worse still, endorse the obscene manner in which their 
people are being treated. 
 It is hardly the environment for Jews to live in or bring up children. 
 In this context, one must congratulate Netanyahu. 
 His message to French Jews was enormously comforting, as could be 
seen by the enthusiastic response he received. His call to French Jews to 
make aliya was mandatory for the head of a Zionist state and opinion polls 
show that over three-quarters of Israelis endorsed his involvement. 
 The attacks on him for “embarrassing” the French were to be expected 
from the global and Israeli Netanyahu- hating media. Some Jewish critics 
were reminiscent of the pre-war Polish Jewish Bundists who opposed 
Zionism, calling on Jews to remain in Europe to fight for socialism. 
Today, they argue that Jews must stay in Europe to fight anti-Semitism 
and that aliya would represent a victory for our enemies. 
 Some Diaspora Jewish officials resembled their counterparts prior to 
the Holocaust who condemned Jabotinsky’s calls to evacuate Europe as 
hysterical. A “leader,” Rabbi Menachem Margolin, director of the 
European Jewish Association, even condemned Netanyahu for his 
“Pavlovian calls for aliya after every terror attack,” demanding that “Israel 
increase security” for European Jews, calling for Jews in Europe to be 
entitled to carry weapons to defend themselves. 
 President Reuven Rivlin was bitterly disappointing when he indirectly 
joined the chorus criticizing his prime minister by stating that aliya must 
stem “from love, not fear of anti-Semitism.” 
 Jewish Agency chairman Natan Sharansky also seemed to have lost 
the plot, saying, “We must not be seen encouraging aliya as though we 
were dancing on blood and allying ourselves with the anti-Semites” and 
that we should only encourage “positive aliya based on wishing to lead a 
Jewish life rather than calling on Jews to come because they felt unsafe.” 
 What extraordinary words to come from a heroic former Prisoner of 
Zion. If the chairman of the Jewish Agency does not call directly on Jews 
to make aliya when living under such terrible conditions, the organization 
should be closed down. 
 Zionists do not seek to eliminate the Diaspora. 
 Besides, we know that, short of mass exterminations, God forbid, the 
Jews of Europe are not all going to make aliya overnight and that Jewish 
Diaspora communities will remain. Of course we prefer aliya based on 
choice rather than last resort. But the writing has been on the wall for 
years: Those wishing for a full Jewish life and a desire to bring up proud 
Jewish children have no future in Europe. 
 Those with financial means or with professions that can be utilized in 
Israel should indeed pack their bags and come now, as the situation will 
only deteriorate. 
 Those unable to make aliya should at least encourage their children to 
do so. 
 Instead of negating its historic role, the Jewish Agency should be at 
the head of the pack endorsing Netanyahu and promoting plans to enable 
all Jews, including those facing financial constraints, to consider aliya as 
the means of resolving their current predicament. 
 Some anti-Netanyahu politicians, including the ubiquitous Tzipi Livni, 
accuse him of embarrassing and offending French and European leaders 
by calling for aliya. Tough. Let them be embarrassed. Besides, they have 
already largely abandoned us. Our obligation as Zionists is to call on those 
who can to join us now. To equivocate over calling for a mass aliya of 
Jews under terrible duress is bizarre and a repudiation of the Zionist DNA. 
 One need only observe the response of French Jews at a grassroots 
level to see how appreciative they were of Netanyahu and his message. 
The very fact that the families decided to bury all four Jewish victims in 
Jerusalem is resounding proof. But we pray that we continue to welcome 
only living Jews from France to their historic homeland.        
(Jerusalem Post Jan 19) 
 

 



 
In Israel, Jewish Victims of Paris Terror Attack Find Peace 
By Jonathan Spyer 

The families of all four victims killed in the terror attack on a kosher 
grocery in Paris earlier this month chose to bury their loved ones in Israel. 
Under a cloudless Jerusalem sky, a crowd of thousands gathered at the 
cemetery at Givat Shaul on Tuesday [January13], to bury the four Jews 
murdered at the Hyper Cacher in Paris. Yoav Hattab, Yohan Cohen, 
Philippe Braham, and Francois-Michel Saada were laid to rest in Har 
Hamenuhot, on the approach to Jerusalem from the west. 

The families chose to make their funerals an act of defiance, firmly 
remembering that these lives were robbed by an Islamist murderer, because 
the four men were Jewish. The form this defiance took was a re-statement 
of identity—a joint funeral in Israel, in a place festooned with blue and 
white Israeli flags. The killer, Amedy Coulibaly, had been quite clear 
regarding the purpose of his attack on the supermarket. "You are a Jew, you 
will die," he reportedly yelled at the owner of the store as he entered. 

While much of the media coverage of last week's Islamist killing spree 
appears to prefer to obscure or ignore the anti-Semitic message, the families 
of those murdered in the Hyper Cacher chose to listen to it. On Tuesday, at 
the funerals of their loved ones, they issued their reply. 

Har HaMenuhot is as safe from the hands of enemies as a Jewish 
resting place can conceivably be. 

The location of the funerals was political in another way too. They were 
originally planned to be held at the beautiful, ancient Jewish cemetery on 
the Mount of Olives. But the Jewish graves in that cemetery, situated close 
to the Old City, have been the target of vandalism by Arab youths in recent 
months. Perhaps the families were concerned that such a resting place 
might lead to further indignities being visited on these murdered ones, even 
after the great indignity of the fact of their murder. It's also possible that 
since the cemetery on the Mount of Olives is under Israeli control, the 
French government, and other governments who sent representatives to the 
funerals, conditioned their participation on the change of location. So Har 
HaMenuhot, as safe from the hands of enemies as a Jewish resting place 
can conceivably be, was chosen as the site. 

"This is just the beginning," said a woman I spoke with there, Linda 
Cohen. Originally from Paris, the 50-year-old Cohen came to live in Israel 
ten years ago. Speaking in rapid, fluent, and angry Hebrew, she said that 
"there are many more terrorists, and all of us think they are just preparing 
for the next attack." I asked her what this will lead to. "Among French 
Jews," she told me, "there is a saying: 'better to make aliya [immigrate to 
Israel] in a seat, on a plane, rather than running for your life." 

A young man carried a placard in French that read, "I am Charlie, I am 
a Jew. I am Israeli. I am French. And I have had enough!" Shalom Cohen 
Saban, 30, the Israeli born son of French immigrant parents, told me that he 
had come to the funerals "to support the Jews of France, in this testing 
time." And also, he continued, because a relative of his had worked with 
Yoav Hattab, on the Birthright program. Hattab, 22, was the son of the 
chief rabbi of Tunis, and had been in Israel just two weeks before his 
murder. 

Eulogies from Israeli politicians were appropriate and even dignified, 
despite the fact that election season is upon us. 

There were eulogies from Israeli politicians, of course. Each of them—
mercifully—were appropriate and even dignified, despite the fact that 
election season is upon us. Benjamin Netanyahu used a phrase from the 
early days of Zionism—"may we be comforted in the flourishing of our 
people and the building of our country." This was a phrase gently parodied 
by the poet Yehuda Amichai in one of his best poems "Seven Laments for 
the War Dead," in which the poet, himself a veteran of Israel's wars, 
expresses a quiet longing for the ending of the period of strife. Amichai 
passed away in 2000. It appears however, that the days of strife for the 
Jews, for Israel, and for the world beyond them will be with us for some 
time to come. 

"Dad was a man who put others before himself," Jonathan Saada, son of 
Francois-Michel Saada who was killed in the supermarket, told the 
assembled mourners. "He loved Israel. He always wanted to be here. And 
so he will be. He is here now and I am sure he is happy to be with you 
here." 

What was taking place in Har Hamenuhot was a Jewish, particularist 
response to the murder of four Jews. Nonetheless, it also carried a universal 
message: The business of physical resistance to those who wish to destroy 
us begins with a proud and unyielding recalling and assertion of our own 
identity, history, and values. Hopefully there are a few in tired and lost 
Europe who are listening. If there are not, the Jews of France at least have a 
clearly marked route to follow to Israel. 
The writer is a senior research fellow at the Global Research in 
International Affairs (GLORIA) Center and a fellow at the Middle East 
Forum. He is the author of The Transforming Fire: The Rise of the Israel-
Islamist Conflict (Continuum, 2011).    (Weekly Standard Jan 13) 

 
Questions about the 'Zionist Camp'        By Dror Eydar 
   The upcoming elections must extract the original meanings of words 
from the pile of names that have been imprisoned inside quotation marks, 
such as "Zionist" or "the Zionist camp." Not long ago, many were excited 
to hear that Avraham Burg had joined the Hadash Jewish-Arab 
Communist party. The man who was raised in religious Zionism, spent 
most of his life on the Zionist Left, ran for head of the Labor Party and 
served as head of the Jewish Agency, eventually found his way to an anti-
Zionist party. Along the way, he published a book in which he not only 
brought an end to Zionism (which was "just scaffolding" to establish the 
state), but also expressed anti-Zionist positions and compared Israel to 
pre-Nazi Germany and the "occupation" to the Anschluss! 
 Was Burg an aberration? In an interview with journalist Ari Shavit in 
June 2007, Burg claimed that he had been living a lie and had not revealed 
his true opinions because he thought that by not doing so, he'd "go far." 
Only when he left politics did he reveal his hidden anti-Zionist leanings. 
The Labor Party chose the compelling name "the Zionist camp." One can 
appreciate the Left sticking to the Zionist vision, but a glance at the list of 
candidates for realistic places on the "Zionist camp" list manages to 
confuse even optimistic analysts.  
 Do Stav Shaffir and Merav Michaeli, who were voted into the top 10 
in the Labor Party primaries, espouse the classic Zionist outlook, like the 
one Shelly Yachimovich holds? In his book "Rothschild: The Story of a 
Protest Movement" about the 2011 wave of socio-economic protests that 
swept Israel, journalist Asher Schechter chronicles an intense debate that 
took place ahead of one demonstration in which former student leader and 
current Labor MK Itzik Shmuli utters an ultimatum: "Without [the] flag 
and singing 'Hatikva,' the students won't participate." Then-activist and 
current Labor Party MK Stav Shaffir threatens to pull out, saying: "I had 
no problem with the flag; I had a problem with 'Hatikva.' Not all citizens 
of the state are Jewish," she says. Protest leader Sharon Shachaf said, 
"Stav started crying and saying it was a racist song."  
 Before entering political life in October 2010, Merav Michaeli said 
publicly -- and on Army Radio -- "I think that mothers, women, shouldn't 
send their children to the army at all. … There is an ongoing occupation 
… and the governments aren't making any effort to solve it. … So [they] 
should stop being willing to send their children to the army." What's this, 
Avraham Burg before he closeted himself?  
 Does the new version of Zionism held by Professor Yossi Yonah, a 
new candidate in the "Zionist camp," match the worldview of its leaders? 
Let's leave his old statement "I don't connect to the word 'Zionism.' … It 
doesn't express who I am'" alone and look at his much more serious (in my 
opinion) call this week to amend the Law of Return so that Jewish new 
immigrants will not receive citizenship immediately, but only after a 
period of training and education and passing tests. And we haven't even 
touched on sports anchor and Labor Party candidate Zuhair Bahloul, 
whose "Palestinian identity is stronger than [his] Israeli one."  
 On Sunday evening, Akiva Bigman published on the prestigious 
online journal MIDA the results of an ongoing poll conducted by the 
Shaarei Mishpat college. Respondents were asked, "Would you 
recommend that a well-established close friend or relative in France make 
aliyah to Israel?" A clear majority of respondents in the conservative-
Right camp (64.5 percent of Habayit Hayehudi voters and 57 percent of 
Likud voters) answered in the affirmative, while most of the left-wing 
voters preferred that they not come (less than 46 percent of the "Zionist 
camp" voters and less than 17 percent of Meretz voters would recommend 
that they immigrate to Israel.)  
 The results are interesting because according to No. 2 in "the Zionist 
camp," Tzipi Livni, this election is between the "Zionists" and the 
"extremists." What is aliyah if not the soul of Zionism? Last Sunday, Livni 
took a stance against the prime minister's call to French Jews to move to 
Israel, arguing that "Jews should make aliyah not because Israel is a safe 
haven … but because of Zionism." Let her tell that to her voters.  
 These aren't questions appropriate to be asked in election time only, 
but rather a fundamental question about Israel's vital core: What is 
Zionism? These disagreements cannot be hidden under the vague title 
"Zionist camp."  
 We'll phrase the question differently: Does the "Zionist camp" accept 
the positions of the late Yitzhak Rabin, whose principles included not 
returning to the 1967 borders; no "exchange of territories"; and keeping 
extensive settlement blocs and the Jordan Valley as Israel's security border 
"in the broadest sense of the word," as he put it, and "first and foremost, a 
united Jerusalem as the capital of Israel, under Israeli sovereignty"? Could 
it be that in Livni's eyes, Rabin, too, is considered an "extremist"? 
(Israel Hayom Jan 19) 
 

 
 


